
NATIONAL WOMENS PARTY

India's first-ever all-women political party -- the National Women's Party (NWP) -- was launched on Monday in Mumbai
and it will contest half.

Its task is now the maintenance and interpretation of the collection and archives of the historic National
Woman's Party. The motive behind formation of National Women Party is to get 50 per cent reservation for
women candidates in Lok Sabha election. While Shetty urged more and more women to join the party to be
able to collectively rake up the issues, she did not elaborate on any plans of contesting any elections. For
decades he had been close to the National Woman's Party and especially Paul. Its articles had political
cartoons, by Nina E. That is just not enough," Shetty asserted. Ms Shetty said while she was working with an
NGO in Telangana, she worked upon the idea of starting a mass movement. The publication was directed
towards women but also intended to educate men about the benefits of women's suffrage, women's rights and
other issues concerning American women. She added that it was a tricky line and that she was "neutral" to the
issue. The legacy that this group left behind is mixed. Shetty said while she was working with an NGO in
Telangana, she worked upon the idea of starting a mass movement. Meanwhile, the new party president said
that her party's agenda would focus mainly on women's education, health employment and security.
Publications[ edit ] Nina E. The motive behind formation of the party is to get 50 per cent reservation for
women candidates in Lok Sabha election. When they were first arrested, Lucy Burns claimed that they were
political prisoners but were treated as regular prisoners. To serve the original purpose women need higher
commitment from the governing body. It stuck to its laser-like focus on the ERA, doggedly lobbying year in
and year out for the amendment's introduction in Congress. But, the NWP did support working women and
their support was vital throughout their campaign for the national Amendment. We need higher participation
in the parliament to amend the laws for women welfare and progress," she said. It is interesting to note that the
ruling party BJP had fielded only 38 female candidates on seats it contested. We need higher participation in
the parliament to amend the laws for women welfare and progress," she said. However, in the NWP and Pauli
Murray did succeed, with the support of conservatives and over the opposition of liberals, blacks and labor
unions, to have "sex" added to the Civil Rights Act of , thus achieving some of the goals sought by the NWP.
On one hand Alice Paul and the NWP were one of the reasons that the Nineteenth Amendment was passed,
but on the other hand the party was flawed for their lack of inclusion of black women and their refusal to help
black women gain the right to vote. The resulting publicity was at a time when Wilson was trying to build a
reputation for himself and the nation as an international leader in human rights. In , the research arm of the
United Nations, UN University, released a working paper in which researchers found that Indian
constituencies ruled by women showed "significantly higher economic growth". Despite central appeals that
they are attempting to garner the requisite support to pass the Bill, its affirmation does not seem to be on the
cards anytime soon. The picketers were tolerated at first, but when they continued to picket after the United
States declared war in , they were arrested by police for obstructing traffic. Those who have run from office to
office in expectation of some help to make their lives better and got nothing" and those who suffered from
domestic abuse or are struggling against the social establishment". The NWP had many innovative non-violent
tactics including; staging sit-ins, organizing deputations of high class and working-class women, boycotting
the Democrats in midterm elections, using the voting power of women in the west, appealing to Wilson
everyday through picketing, and calling out Wilson for supporting world democracy but not supporting it at
home, of the NWP were a contributing factor in getting Wilson to change his position on the suffrage bill.
Women will have to inform them. The NWP pickets were seen as controversial because they continued during
war time and other suffrage groups like NAWSA chose to support the war effort. Now was the moment.
Smith's amendment was passed by a teller vote of to  Doris Stevens , author of Jailed for Freedom Opposition
to Wilson[ edit ] March 8, front page of Woman's Journal Women associated with the party staged a very
innovative suffrage parade on March 3, , the day before Wilson's inauguration. Furthermore, she argued that
the laws "protecting" women from unpleasant jobs were actually designed to enable men to monopolize those
jobs, and that was unfair to women who were not allowed to try out for those jobs. It aims to contest seats in
the general elections, exactly half of the total seats in the Lok Sabha, a pointed reminder that governmental
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structures must be representative. However, in the NWP did succeed, with the support of conservatives and
over the opposition of liberals, blacks and labor unions, to have "sex" added to the Civil Rights Act of , thus
achieving some of the goals sought by the NWP. As a result, in , Paul ran a campaign that boycotted
Democrats because of their refusal to support women's suffrage. Though they encourage participation from
working women, and a large body of their contenders are NGO workers, the phrase appears to highlight the
stereotypical dichotomy between male and female, rather than re-appropriating a traditional typecast. The
prohibition on sex discrimination was added by Howard W. The suffragists were also forced to provide labor
in the workhouses and were often beaten and abused. The reservation bill granting women 33 percent seats in
Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha remains languishing in the lower house since  The NWP in â€” repeatedly
targeted Wilson and his party for not enacting an amendment. NWP lobbyists went straight to legislators,
governors, and presidents, not to their constituents.


